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About this Document
• These are the static slides that were animated at the 
presentation.
• Hyper links have been added for references
• Feel free to use in any way, with credit
• Feel free to share in any way, with credit
• Please cite!
• Creative Commons License
FYI about This Presentation
• I have a vocal disability
• I can talk at low volume but it exhausts my whole body
• This presentation is a mix of pre-animated text, live typing, 
charades, and maybe a few strategically vocalized words.
• This is my first time “double screening” at a conference, so 
thanks in advance for patience! 
• Keep your eyes up!
Two Answers to the Panel Topic
• Diversity in every course title  
• Cross-cultural encounters in every classroom
“Diversity in every course title”  
• Whether it’s race, gender, class, disability, or something else… 
what happens to the selections when we assume that identities 
are always involved? What happens to the conversation?
• Intro courses are just as open to this kind of shift as specialized 
courses, which is good news for grad students! 
Two Course Titles
• Introduction to Comparative Literature
• Introduction to International Studies 
• Here come the course descriptions…
Intro to Comp Lit, or,
Race in the Middle Ages
• “This course serves as an introduction to comparative 
literature by asking questions about race across time periods, 
genres, languages, and cultures. What are the differences 
between medieval and modern conceptions of race? What do 
interfaith romances have to do with colorism? Why do 
contemporary artists of the African Diaspora refer to medieval 
European literature? Our studies will include canonical English 
authors (Chaucer),  Arab travelers (Ibn Battuta), and 
contemporary artists.”
• Article related to this class: “The Last Syllable of Modernity: 
Chaucer in the Caribbean,” postmedieval (2015) 

Intro to International Studies, or,
Global Medievalism
• “What does globalization have to do with the Middle Ages? 
For starters, some international relations theorists have 
dubbed the current political economy a “new Middle Ages.” In 
this course, you’ll learn why. We’ll go on to explore how this 
historical metaphor has contributed to everything from  U.S. 
anti-terrorism policy to historical novels set in Spain. Along 
the way, we’ll reconsider what some medieval writers knew 
and thought about “the world” (hint : it wasn’t necessarily 
flat).”  
• Article about this class: “Song of Roland: How the Middle Ages 
Aren’t Old,” Cambridge Journal of Postcolonial Literary Inquiry
(2014)

“Cross-cultural encounters in every classroom”
• Assumption = we are always dealing with heterogeneity
• The skills needed to navigate social differences are the same as 
scholarly skills
• Teaching “how to study this topic” can be the same as “how to 
foster inclusivity”
Two Classroom Strategies
• Background Survey 
• From Therese Huston, Teaching What You Don’t Know
• Survey: Have you heard of this book?
• Survey: Have you READ this book?
• Intergroup Dialogue Principles (IGD)
• From Dialogue Across Difference: Practice, Theory, and 
Research
• Survey: Have you heard of this project?
• Survey: Does your campus have an IGD initiative? 
Classroom Strategy: Background Survey
1. Find out what your students already know
2. Draw on that knowledge throughout the term
3. Draw on collective ignorance too, including your own
• Here come two samples from the Global Medievalism class
Sample Survey Questions: Religion
Topics: Islam, Judaism, Catholicism, Bible Stories
1. Don’t know much about it
2. Have heard references but I haven’t paid much attention
3. Familiar with some characteristics but there’s probably a 
lot that I don’t know 
4. Can explain general characteristics and a few details
5. Can explain details of history and characteristics 
Sample Survey Questions: Theory
Topics: Critical Race Theory, Cosmopolitanism…
1. Never heard of it
2. Have heard of it but not sure what it is
3. Learned about it once but can’t recall much now
4. Can recall some general ideas and a few examples
5. Have studied specific authors and debates in this area 
and could explain them to the class
Classroom Strategy: Intergroup Dialogue
• Dialogue = personal experience
• goal = understanding as best possible
• Discussion = viewpoints with reasons
• goal = consensus or decision (should we? will we? do we?)
• Debate = arguments with evidence
• goal = winning
Dialogue, Discussion, Debate
• I teach these modes as aspects of scholarly argument.
• Students practice identifying them in both primary and 
secondary sources
• Label classroom conversation according to the mode.  
• Define successful essays with these concepts: 
• start in dialogue mode (personal reactions)
• build in discussion (multiple viewpoints on a topic),
• resolve something debatable (take a stand based on evidence)
• I ask students to think about other contexts where these 
modes operate, outside the classroom, in social life
• We assess “communication gone wrong” (you were sharing 
your experience and then someone decided to debate it 
instead of trying to understand it)
Inclusion strategies are integral 
to scholarly excellence. 
